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See attached article in NY Times Money and Business section
Aug 3, 1997 "Seeing Green in a Yellow Border"

The Parties

IJ' • 1

The National Geographic Society is the world's largest nonprofit scientific

and educational organization, with 9.5 million members, and is dedicated to the increase and
~,'2. diffusion of geographic knowledge in its broadest

sense.' See Declaration of Thomas Stanton

at 12 (hereinafterrStanton Dec!."). The Society and its subsidiaries produce periodicals,
television programs, maps and atlases, educational games, and like products.

ls!:.

The

Society's flagship publication, National Geographic Magazine (the "Magazine"), is the
monthly journal of the Society containing articles and photographs which explore the cultural,
geographical and organic richness of the world around us.

The changes at National Geographic started slowly but are now In
~:1
overdrive. First came the switch
I" :'l I trom not-Ior-prottt status to a partly
~ 'Iaxable Instttutlon In 1994, when the
R
society created National Geographic
Ventures, the lor-protu arm that In~"
eludes Its telcvlslon, on- line and map- ~~_....,.
Maps moved over to NG Ventures formaking businesses, Society execuprofit division of NGS!
uves set up, the dual structure 10 '
avoid [copardlzlng National Gcographlc's tax-exempt status as II
• competed In other media. Except (or
the lIagshlp magazlne, which Is sent
-f"rt:?/Vl -{h§.sr MasfJ..~
monthly to anyone who' pays Ihe $27
annual membership lee, just aboutanything that becomes a' hlgh-volume business or Is sold In comrnerNational Geographic Enterprises: Interactive: Lawrer
cial venues-where It vies with products lrom tax-paying cornpctltors
Development; Online: Mark R. Holmes. Editor; Chris
can lall under the lor.prollt division,

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VENTU:

I

~ :1" (I\"~

lJ·

.
"National Geographic Isn't non.proru - II'S simply nontaxpaylng,'
;says Dean Hammond, chairman and
,chler executive 01 Hammond Maps,
which lor decades has considered
National Geographic a competitor.
"As a small Iarnlly-owncd business,
we have paid thousands or times lhe
taxes they have ever paid, and yet
they have this sell-polished halo and
the reputation 01 being good guys,"

Thomas J., Stanton, Director. Maps: Allen Carroll. Mar
Lownds, Finance; Daniel J. Ortiz, Map Ventures; John F.
G'Jlden, Juan Valdes, Project Managers

Statement of Material Facts
In 1997, the Society (through Enterprises) and Mindscape produced and began

to sell "The Complete National Geographic," a CD-ROM product containing all issues of the
Magazine published between 1888 and 1996 (hereinafter"CD-ROM 108") (attached as
Exhibit A to the Stanton Decl.). Stanton Dec!. at 'I 3. CD-ROM 108 reproduces each issue
of the Magazine exactly as it appeared in print.

!!l at 'I 5.

There are no changes to the

content, format or appearance of the Magazine in CD-ROM 108. Id.

Each page of each

issue remains perfectly intact, including all articles, photographs, graphics, advertising, notices
of copyright, and attributions. Id.

-

Not intact. Map supplements referred to on Mag
cover when included are not on the CD rom. Now
available by purchase only.

At the beginning of each of the 30 disks in CD-ROM 108, there is a short
promotional message for Kodak, which participated in marketing the product, and a
multimedia sequence (the "Moving Cover Sequence"). Id. at 'I 6. This sequence displays a
series of images representing the covers of ten issues of the Magazine which transition from

-

one into another, vividly illustrating the broad range of topics and issues that CD-ROM 108
and the Magazine address. Id. at 'I 6. One of the images is the cover of the January 1962

f.
3

issue, containing a photograph taken by the plaintiff Jerry Greenberg (the "Cover"). The
Cover appears in this sequence for less than one second. Id. at 'I 7.

These ten covers were chosen, from about 1,296 covers spanning 108 years
for their iconic value, "Vividly illustrating the broad range" etc.
'
They appear each time a CD is opened, on each of the 30 disks. They are
preceded by the N,GS yellow-border logo and denote the beginning of the
program. It IS possible to bypass each of the advertisements before this
sequence by individually clicking on each section at a time. Less likely to be
bypassed after the NGS logo.
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~.~ c , , ,pier it Prior to the release of CD-ROM 108,~e Society sent a letter to each
l)I)onol\ individual who had made a contribution to the Magazine. Stanton Decl. at 'I 10 and Exh. B

-r-

J(~M'~

thereto. The letter notified the contributors of the pending release of CD-ROM 108 and
explained the Society's belief that its continuing copyrights in the Magazine entitled it to
publish CD-ROM 108 without making further payments for the use of individual
contributions. Stanton Decl' at

'I 10 and Exh. B thereto. ItAll contributors thus had the

-

opportunity to come forward and claim any contractual rights to repayment which they may

II

have had.
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The plaintiffs then contacted the Society, claiming that the Society had no right

to reproduce their photographs in CD-ROM 108 without their consent and that they did not
consent to such use. They did not, however, assert that they had entered into any contract
.with the Society limiting its rights in this regard.
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CD·ROM 108 makes "transfoimative" use of the Cover,
which weighs in favor or fmding fair use.

The Supreme Court's most recent pronouncement on the fair use defense

emphasizes that the "central purpose" of the fll'St fair use factor is to determine whether the
new work merely replaces the original, or whether it makes "transformative" use of the
original by adding further creative expression or meaning to tt,
6 • THE ART LAW PRIMER

THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
The property rights of a copyright ownerunder the United States copyright law actually consist of a group of five separate rights known as
the' 'exclusive rights. " They are: 1) the right to reproduce copyrighted
work; 2) the right to create derivative works based on the copyrighted
work;
The right to make derivative works, also known as the adaptation
right, generally overlaps with the reproduction right. The copyright law
defines a derivative work as one "based upon one or more pre-existing
works, such as translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction,
abridgement, condensation, or any other form in which a work may be
recast, transformed or adapted." The possible forms which adaptations
of an artist's work may take are limited only by the imagination. Rcturning to the contemporary sculpture mentioned above, a secondsculptor who attempts to produce his ownoriginal copyof the first sculptor's
work infringes both the reproduction and the adaptation rights. The
reproduction right is infringed because the copyright owner (the artist)
did not give his permission for the work to be copied in any manner.
The adaptation right is infringed because thc copy is not an exact du~

p~

Infringements of the adaptation right might also occur when a work
of art, or a portion of thatwork, is incorporated in any form intoanother
work. For example, a collage which incorporates original painting by
an artist along witha copyrighted photograph by another artist very well
may constitute an infringement of copyright where permission to utilize
the photograph has not beenobtained. Even the incorporation of a wellknown detail from one work of art into a second work of art without
permission may constitute an infringement.

----------
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II

The defendants do not exploit the Cover for commercial gain
in the Moving Cover Sequence.
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Thank you for ordering your FREE, la-day preview of National Geographic: The '90s! IIyou
arc not completely satislied, simply call 1-800-888-9078 to arrange lortile product to be
returned atour expense. IIwe'Ve not heard Irom you by 10/15/97. your acceptance ollhis
product will be assumed. your credit card will be charged the amount indicated below and
yOU'll be sent the next decade in the series loranother FREE, la-day preview.

JEROME GREENBERG
SEAHAW"", PRODUCTS
6840 SW 92ND ST

MIAMI FL 33156
Invoice
792299
Customer 6740106

PS. Enjoy the Complete National Geographic 30 CD·ROM set and save $69.10 right now
by returning this term with one payment of only $149.95 plus S&H charges. And as with' all
National Geographic products, your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed!

Paymant Malhod

OVISA OMasl.rCard OAm.rican EJcpr.ss
OOiscover OCheck/Monev Order

PAYABLE 10 tUNDSCAP[ DIRECT

Aa:ount Number

&pireUon Dele

Siglllliure (requited for credit csrd purchases)

For fasler service simply call 1·800-886-9078
or FAX this form to 1·800-933-0571.
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The defendants do not contest that CD-ROM 108 is sold for a profit.

However, that fact does not affect the core educational purpose of the Society's mission to
funher the diffusion of geographic knowledge. The Society's primary motivation in

...

republishing the Magazine in CD-ROM 108 was to bring the convenience of digital archiving
to educators, librarians, students and families. Stanton Decl. at 'I 3 and Exh. B thereto. In
light of the significant educational value of the Magazine, the fact that CD·ROM 108 is
offered for sale carries little or no weight in the rust factor analysis.
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The Magazine's mission

i~

to educate its readership about the cultural,

geographical and organic richness of the world around us. Stanton Decl. at 1 2. The
collection of 1,2QO-plus issues of the Magazine, spanning 108 years, is a remarkable
educational resource which reflects the unique history of our world in this century. Articles
such as "Making Friends with Mountain Gorillas" (January 1970); "New Map Interweaves
History with Geography" (January 1970); "Lebanon, Little Bible Land in the Crossfire of
-::::-~~-:--...:=-::=--:-".;..--=--History" (February 1970); and "Starfish Threaten Pacific Reefs" (March 1970) enrich the
reader's knowledge of the incredibly varied and complex world around us. The Magazine
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The facts of this case are even more compelling than those in Tasini. In
Tasini, some of the reproductions eliminated advertisements and photographs and changed
layout and like elements. For example, the NEXIS service immersed all of the articles in a
database including articles from other publications, thus eliminating the sequence and
organization of the original articles. Tasini, 974 F. Supp at 823-4. In addition, NEXIS did
not reproduce the photographs, captions and layouts of the original publications. .!.Q.. at 824.
By contrast, CD-ROM 108 displays an image of each page of the Magazine exactly as it
appeared in hard copy, including all articles, photographs, graphics, advertising, notices of
copyright, and attributions. Stanton Dec!. at

-

'I 5. CD-ROM 108 thus retains all of the

elements of the original Magazine.

The House Report summarized the compromise as follows:
The magazine contributors, while strongly supporting the basic presumption in
their favor, suggested that the last clause be deleted as unduly restrictive.
However, the committee considers this clause, under which the privilege of
republishing the contribution under certain limited circumstances would be
presumed, as an essential counterpart of the basic presumption. Under the
language which has been retained a publisher could reprint a contribution from
one issue in a later issue of his magazine, or could reprint an article from a
1970 edition of an encyclopedia in a 1980 revision of it; he could not revise
the contribution itself or include it in a new anthology or an enurely different
-magazine or oilier coIlective work.
H.R. Rep. No. 2237, 89th Cong., 2d Sess II7 (1966) (later summarized in the final report on
the 1976 Act, H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 122-23 (1976)).
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NIKON" COMPACT
ZOOM BINOCULARS
... Get closer to the natural world.
The problem with most powerful binoculars
is that you can't use the strongest magnification
for long-the image is just too "jumpy."
The zoom feature on this powerful (Hcrbrough20-power) viewing instrument remedies that:
You cun fine-tunc the image for rbc perfect
balance of maximum magnification and
st:lhility. Compact .111d lighrwcighr , it's idl';ll
for travel and fcarures a rubbcr-conrcd
nonslip grip, and unsurpassed Nikon t]\I:lliry.
Objective lens measures 25 mill. Includes
detachable strap and carrying case. 4)1,"\':' x
4X"Lx 1\1"D. 7:\ lh.
#830095187.50 {Members 5168.95}
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108 YEARS OF NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC ON CD-ROM
Eucl}' dl'tide,!J!w!o. and mop..-.-,el'cll classic ads! ...
The numbers alone arc amazing: more rhcu
175,000 p,lges, 155,000 images, 7,500 articles ...
spanning 1888-19961 Relive.great explorations,
scientific discoveries, and world events. You can

easily search for articles, photographs, page
111;)1'5, and 1110rc by date, issue, topic, key word,
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or title. Great for travel, general, or school reference.

FOl' Mocinrosh" and Windows@ 3.1 or 95.
#83201 $199.95 (Members $179.95)
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AFRICAN ELEPHANT
WATER GLOBE
.... Beautiful "ecosphere" fi/'I)'S music too!

'I
l

Created for National Geographic, our
\X'ater Globe depicts an accurately scaled and
derailed rendition of the world's Inrgest living
land .mammal. Able to live for lip to 6() vcar s
(80 years in captivity), the Savanna or Bush
clcphonr still roams wild through grasslands
and forests. Shake the glass sphere to set ott
a spectacular shower of iridescent glitter.
Plays the popular LiOII gillg song, "Circle
of Life." Resin figurine am] wood bose. 6~;"1 J.
#83010537.00 (Members 533.50)

